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HEATED SOCKS

Infrared heating with carbon fiber heating elements
3 levels of temperature
Thin and removable 7.4V 2200mAh battery (7 hours of battery life)
The socks are fitted on the back with a nylon and polyester protection which
increases their resistance
Included in the packaging 2 tiny and removable batteries (7.4V 2200mAh) and
a battery charger (8.4V 1.5A) with double attack 3.5 DC



SIZE
XS/M 35-39
L/XXL 40-45

PART #
3431-0406
3431-0407

WARM ME HEATED OUTDOOR GLOVES

Designed to ensure maximum comfort combined with an elegant Italian design
Suitable for any outdoor use and are made with innovative fabrics able to offer
lightness, strength and resistance to wind and rain and to allow, in the meanwhile,
the natural transpiration of skin
220V Charger and battery included



SIZE
XS (7,5)
S (8)
M (8,5)
L(9)
XL(9,5)
XXL (10)

PART #
3301-3390
3301-3391
3301-3392
3301-3393
3301-3394
3301-3395

WARM ME HEATED VEST

Manufactured with Soft-Shell fabric
Thin, resistant and stretchy, keeps the heat but is transparent and it has a double
external layer waterproof/wind-block
Has been designed to be worn under any clothing, adapting to different clothing
used in the different activities
Can be the dress for every day: for work, sport, and free time
Innovative technology, already famous in racing field, is based on heating and
flexible carbon filaments, strategically positioned in specific areas, in order to
maintain a comfortable temperature around 38/40°C
Three settable temperatures with one backlit button
The battery is included. Light and small, the battery recharges quickly.
It is positioned in a little internal pocket and it can power the heating circuit
up to 7 hours
220V Charger and battery included



SIZE
XXS-XS
S-M
L-XL
2XL-3XL
4XL-5XL

PART #
3001-0860
3001-0861
3001-0862
3001-0863
3001-0864

WARM ME HEATED RACE GLOVES

Battery heated race gloves with rigid protections are designed to ensure maximum
comfort combined with an elegant Italian design
Suitable for any outdoor use and are made with innovative fabrics able to offer
lightness, strength and resistance to wind and rain and to allow, in the meanwhile,
the natural transpiration of skin
220V Charger and battery included


SIZE
S (8)
M (8,5)
L(9)
XL(9,5)
XXL(10)

All part numbers in BOLD BLUE are new for this year
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3301-3666
3301-3667
3301-3668
3301-3669
3301-3670
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WARM ME BATTERY
FOR HEATED SOCKS





Rechargeable lithium battery
Replacement for WarmMe vest and gloves,
3000 mAh version (8 hours)

Spare battery for WarmMe heated socks,
with button for selecting the temperature:
3 levels available



DESCRIPTION
Vest and Gloves Battery

PART #
2113-0718

DESCRIPTION
Heated Socks Battery
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PART #
2113-0719

3807-0470

NETWORK CHARGER

AUTO AND MOTORCYCLE
LIGHTER POWER





Replacement for WarmMe
heated clothing
(vest, gloves and socks)

DESCRIPTION
Network Charger

Power supply, with 12V car/motorcycle lighter,
for direct power for WarmMe Heated Clothing

PART #
3807-0472

DESCRIPTION
Auto and Motorcycle Lighter Power
Car / Bike Adapter

3807-0471

PART #
3807-0470
3807-0471

"Y" CABLE
FOR GLOVES SUPPLY

“Y” cable for connection to car/motorcycle for
continuous power supply of gloves for long
journeys, length 1,3 m



DESCRIPTION
"Y2 Cable for Gloves Supply

PART #
3807-0473

All part numbers in BOLD BLUE are new for this year
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WARM ME BATTERY
FOR VEST AND GLOVES

